
Torrance Football Count On Me Program (Senior leadership) 

Count On Me is a team building/mentoring program that will allow our players to build 

within the 3 pillars of our program: Accountability, Integrity, and Unity. These pillars are most 

effective because holding players accountable is key to having a successful program; unity 
allows everything to flow. Integrity is the rock of the foundation because it keeps everything 
together. Count on me will allow us to make it bigger than football by being able to connect in 
ways that will help create a strong identity for our team. Focusing on these essential pillars, our 
players will be able to be an inspiration to one another by sharing their life experiences on and 
off the field. Over the years of being a coach, this helped me gain the trust of players because 
they where abled to relate to my experiences. It gives them a sense of hope that whatever they’re 
going through or whatever they strive to be is possible. Also, this program will give our seniors a 
chance to be an inspiration and motivator to the up and coming football players in our program. 
Our seniors will learn to be humbled servants so the freshmen student athletes can indulge in our 
ALL IN identity which will help our chances in retaining players. 

How we will achieve this 

Our senior leaders will host zoom meetings EVERY FRIDAY with their respective position 
groups! Im giving our seniors full control on how they want to impact our incoming players/
newcomers to be abled to leave a legacy before the graduate. There will be a coach present to 
monitor these meetings. However, we’re giving our seniors full control. Its always been a goal of 
mine to have this program running within our team, I’m excited for our senior leadership to get 
this going! Attached is our Senior leaders contacts, zoom ID, passcodes, and start times for their 
meetings. We’re making these MANDATORY SESSIONS so we’re asking all our freshmen/
newcomers to attend! 

Go Tartars, 
Coach Carter 
Head Football Coach 
(323)356-1392 



Torrance Football Senior leadership contacts 
**EVERY FRIDAY** 

Quarterbacks/Kickers - Mat Mc Comas (310)691-6574 
Zoom ID: 994-415-8457 

Password: uski 
Time: 2:30pm 

Defensive Backs/Receivers - Jeremiah Groom (323)407-4817 
Zoom ID: 963-334-9123 

Password: WRnDB 
Time: 2:30pm 

Running Back/Linebackers - Isiah Panis (310)489-6195 
Zoom ID: 233-248-5358 

Password: chargers 
Time: 2pm 

O/D Line - Jalen Iereneo (310)704-8227 
Zoom ID: 972-074-3293 

Password: Trenches  
Time: 2pm 


